Normal tRNAs can cause two-and four-base translocation errors by mistranslating certain noncognate codons. Several cases have been reported that reveal the identities of the frameshift-provoking tRNAs-i.e., the shifty tRNAs-and the mRNA sequence encompassing the site of frameshifting-i.e., the shifty codons. Here, a striking uniformity between the anticodon loops of the shifty tRNAs and their shifty codons is described. Stable "offset" anticodon-codon pairs are postulated for each of the shifty tRNA-shifty codon combinations. This offset anticodon codon pair leads to two-and four-base translocations when viewed in terms of the reciprocating ratchet mechanism of translocation.
An appreciation of the molecular mechanisms of translocation and reading frame maintenance is fundamental for the understanding of protein synthesis. Maintenance of the proper reading frame is essentially a problem of defining and controlling the path of the mRNA in relation to fixed sites on the ribosome. Precise triplet movement of the mRNA is coordinated through the codon-anticodon match. The conformation of the anticodon loop must influence the position of the mRNA, as changes in the loop's conformation will necessarily move the mRNA relative to tRNA binding sites via the fixed codon-anticodon match. Therefore, the topological relationship between the anticodon loop and the body of the tRNA must be of paramount importance for the strict maintenance of reading frame.
Most insights into the working of the translocation process come from the study of abnormal nontriplet movement-i.e., extragenic frameshift suppression. The best-characterized frameshift suppressors are tRNA mutants that translocate four rather than three bases and contain an extra nucleotide in the anticodon loop (1) . More puzzling is the action of normal tRNA in causing nontriplet movement. Frameshifting by normal tRNA is responsible for the leaky phenotype of many frameshift mutants (2) , as shown by the fact that the level of frameshifting can be increased or decreased by specific biases in the relative concentrations of aminoacyltRNA pools (3) (4) (5) (6) .
The inquiry into this phenomenon has advanced far enough to provide several cases in which both the tRNA that promotes frameshifting (here termed "shifty tRNA") and the site at which it promotes nontriplet movement (termed "shifty codon") have been identified. No common thread has as yet emerged to explain why these normal tRNAs disrupt the reading frame at their particular shifty sequences.
Here, I propose a simple base-pairing scheme between the shifty codon and an "offset" anticodon in the anticodon loop of each shifty tRNA. All known cases are capable of forming this offset anticodon-codon pairing. The interaction derives its stability from conventional base pairing and base stacking. When interpreted in the light of Woese's model of translocation via a conformational transition in the anticodon loop (7), this offset pairing leads to translocation by either two or four bases, a result embodied in the observation of shifty codons and shifty tRNAs.
Evidence for Reading Frame Errors
Two approaches have been used in tracking down shifty codons and shifty tRNAs: frameshift suppression in vivo by aminoacyl-tRNA limitation (5) and enhancement of frameshifted polypeptide synthesis in vitro by addition of purified tRNA (6) . The essence of both approaches is to increase the level of frameshifting at given codons by altering the ratio of competing aminoacyl-tRNAs, either by depleting the level of the cognate aminoacyl-tRNA through amino acid limitation or by elevating the level of the noncognate (i.e., frameshifting) aminoacyl-tRNA by direct addition. The former approach defines shifty codons by associating codons specifying a limiting aminoacyl-tRNA with the position of the ribosome frameshift, while identifying the shifty tRNA by controlled double amino acid limitation (5) . The latter approach identifies shifty tRNAs initially and then implicates shifty codons by discovering a second tRNA species that specifically eliminates the enhanced frameshifting by competition; the codon specificity of the competing tRNA thus identifies the shifty codon (6) . Table 1 lists all cases in which both the shifty codon and the shifty tRNA have been identified by these means. The puzzle is to discern a common relationship between shifty codon and shifty tRNA. One possibility is that the shifty tRNA simply reads its normal codon in an incorrect reading frame overlapping the shifty codon. Atkins et al. (6) have pointed out that this might explain case B, for the MS2 coat gene includes the sequence GCA GCA in the region where the frameshift must occur; here the shifty tRNA Ser might read its AGC codon (italicized above) in the (+) reading frame, giving rise to the observed shift. A similar explanation might account for case D, as the sequence C UCA occurs nearby.
However, this explanation cannot account for cases A and C. In case A, the codon overlapping the identified shifty codon in the appropriate frame is GGC, which codes for glycine, and the data specifically implicate a tRNALeu and eliminate any tRNAGIY as the shifty tRNA (5) . In case C, the regions of the synthetase and coat genes in which the frameshift occur contain no overlaps of CCU/C and ACU/C in the appropriate frames.
In both case A and case C, a direct match between the shifty codon and the shifty anticodon could be complementary in two of three positions, leading both Atkins et al. (6) and Weiss and Gallant (5) such mechanism, as the shifty codons and shifty anticodons are not complementary at any position. Thus, neither of these models provides a unified account of the relationship between noncognate binding of a shifty tRNA and incorrect translocation. The model proposed here starts from a striking uniformity among the four cases cited in Table 1 : the first base of the shifty codon is identical to the second base normally recognized by the shifty tRNA. The chance that this identity would occur at random is (1/4)4 = 0.0039, strongly suggesting that it is no coincidence.
Aligning the anticodon loops with the shifty codons reveals a further uniformity (Fig. 1) . In each case, the shifty codon can form three complementary base pairs (or near complementary in the wobble position) with nucleotides 33-35 of the shifty tRNA (the normal anticodon comprises nucleotides 34-36). In other words, the shifty tRNAs each possess a triplet offset from the normal anticodon by one base toward the 5' side, which might pair with its particular shifty codon. The "universal" U33, which precedes the normal anticodon, becomes the shifty anticodon's wobble base. This will be termed "U33 grapple" pairing, to emphasize the involvement of this nucleotide. The availability of U33 for hydrogen bonding has been abundantly demonstrated in oligonucleotide binding studies (8) (9) (10) .
This scheme (Fig. 1 ) involves a pyrimidine-pyrimidine wobble pairing in case C. Precedents for such a configuration exist. Unmodified U in the wobble position of mitochondrial tRNAs can recognize all four bases in the third codon position (11), yeast tRNALeU (anticodon UAG) can translate all six leucine codons in vitro (12) , and Escherichia coli tRNALeu (anticodon CAG) can translate CUU/C leucine codons in vitro (13) . In fact, Crick, in defining wobble pairing, noted that U U and U'C wobble pairs might be feasible (14) .
Unified Model of Frameshifting U33 grapple pairing may lead to two-base translocation if one begins with the conventional tenet that the A site peptidyltRNA translocates by physically moving to the P site. If the ribosome constrains the position of the anticodon loop in each site such that the position of the anticodon is rigidly defined (hence, the mRNA moves by being carried along by the codon-anticodon match), then the offset pairing naturally results in a two-base translocation. For instance, if the normal anticodon assumes its usual position in the P site and maintains base pairs with the shifty codon only with nucleotides 34 and 35, severing the U33 base pair, then the placement of the tRNA is such that it has moved two nucleotides instead of three.
How a four-base translocation would result from U33 grapple pairing is not obvious, mainly due to the lack of definition in the A-P site model of translocation. Physical movement of tRNAs from one site to another has not been demonstrated experimentally; it is only a formal interpretation of the evidence for A and P states of the tRNA binding sites. The lack of a defined anticodon loop conformation is a crucial drawback in the A-P site model, given the importance of anticodon loop conformation for the maintenance of reading frame.
An alternative view of translocation exists, which depends on a defined allosteric transition in the anticodon loop. This transition, termed the "reciprocating ratchet" by C. Woese in 1970 (7), moves the mRNA without physically displacing the tRNA from an A to P site.
The ratchet model is based on Fuller and Hodgson's strict molecular model building of the anticodon stem and loop, which arrived at a probable conformation that maximizes the potential stacking interactions (15). In their model, the five bases on the 3' sides of the loop (nucleotides 34-38) stack on the helical anticodon stem, continuing the helical path in a single-stranded extension (3' -) 5' chain extension = FH conformation). They argued that the FH conformation would be favored over the 5' -* 3' chain extension (= hf conformation) because purines stack better than pyrimidines, and in the FH conformation the two unstacked loop nucleotides (32 and 33) span the minor groove, whereas in the hf conformation the two unstacked nucleotides (37 and 38) would span the major groove.
Woese provided the keen observation that an allosteric flip from hf to FH while the anticodon is paired to a codon would invert the pair with respect to the helical axis of the anticodon stem. If the hf -+ FH allosteric flip is done successively from two fixed states, this would constitute a mechanism for mRNA movement and reading frame maintenance (7) .
When the U33 grapple pairing scheme of shifty anticodons and shifty codons is applied to the ratchet model, a unified explanation of frameshifting emerges. The offset pairing is accommodated very simply by pairing the shifty codon 1 base-pair turn up the stacked loop in the hf conformation (Figs. 2 and 3) . In fact, Fuller and Hodgson (15) speculated that mistakes in translation might occur as a result of just such offset pairing, since its occurrence could not be ruled out stereochemically with space-filling models. When the loop undergoes the hf -> FH transition with the codonanticodon offset to the 5' side, the geometry of the flip is such that two alternative FH states are possible. One conformation results in a two-base translocation and the other in a four-base translocation (Figs. 2 and 3) ; neither of these conformations necessarily disrupts the anticodon stem. The direction of the frameshift depends only on whether it is energetically more favorable to stack three bases, unstack one base and break the U33-3' codon base hydrogen bonds (= two-base translocation), or stack one base and unstack one base (= four-base translocation). These can be compared with the normal hf-FH transition: stack two bases and unstack two bases (= three-base translocation). From this offset pairing, stacking the anticodon and two 3' nucleotides in the FH conformation while maintaining the U33-3' codon base pair (= three-base translocation) is not possible without disrupting the anticodon stem. Therefore, hf --FH flipping from an offset anticodon-codon pair should result predominantly in either a two-or four-base translocation.
An advantage of the ratchet mechanism is the precise definition given to the path of the mRNA. Frameshifting via hf -FH transition of a U33 grapple pairing results from just a single base increment (= four-base translocation) or decrement (= two-base translocation) of the mRNA's translocation along its fixed path. After a four-base translocation, the base 3' to the zero frame triplet (= the fourth base) assumes the position that the P state codon's third base would normally occupy. This fourth base would be stacked on the P state codon-anticodon helix, but unpaired. Although unpaired, it must still be unavailable for pairing with the incoming A state anticodon. Either this may result from rigidly fixed tRNA binding sites or it may indicate the existence of a pawl for the ratchet, perhaps in the form of a kink in the mRNA between adjacent A and P state codons. The fourth base in a four-base translocation may be, therefore, beyond the pawl. Conclusions The U33 grapple pairing scheme establishes a general rule for predicting the identity of a shifty tRNA from knowledge of the shifty codon or vice versa: the first and second bases of the codon are identical to the second and third bases of the codon the shifty tRNA normally reads (Fig. 1) . It Lomant and Fresco (16) . The straight line distances spanned by the backbone of the unstacked base pairs assuming an optimized A-form RNA helix are 22.6 A (hf, C-3 carbon of nucleotide 36 ribose ring to C-5 carbon of nucleotide 39 ribose ring), 15.3 A (FH normal and two-base translocation, C-5 carbon of nucleotide 34 ribose ring to C-3 carbon of nucleotide 31 ribose ring), and 13.0 A (FH four-base translocation, C-5 carbon of nucleotide 33 ribose ring to C-3 carbon of nucleotide 31 ribose ring). The distances were calculated from the optimized atomic coordinates of A-DNA (17) .
The cases listed in Table 1 make it clear that each particular match of shifty codon and shifty tRNA is biased in the direction of either two-base or four-base translocation. The rules governing these preferences may encompass not only the codon-anticodon match itself but also the flanking loop and mRNA nucleotides. The identification of additional shifty sequences and their counterpart shifty tRNAs may permit formulation of these rules. From the overall pattern of frameshift suppression by aminoacyl-tRNA limitation and enhancement of frameshift synthesis by tRNA excess in vitro, it is clear that not all codons and tRNAs related by the offset pairing rule are equally shifty. The implication is that there are additional structural aspects of shifty mRNA sequences and shifty tRNAs that enhance offset pairing. 
